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Year 7 Content

Introduction to Spanish 

and facts on Hispanic 

countries. Understanding 

patterns in the spoken 

language

Introductions to a range 

of typical Spanish names 

and introduction to 

Spanish phonics

Listening and Reading as 

Modelling on longer texts 

on the names and ages of 

people and their 

siblings/friends

Speaking and Writing 

focus - producing a piece 

of speaking and writing 

on the names, ages and 

birthdays of yourself and 

siblings/friends

Grammar Focus -        

The verb llamarse        (to 

be called) and tener (to 

have) in the 1st and 3rd 

person singular in the 

present tense. 

Collaboratively 

composing a piece of 

writing introducing 

yourself/siblings/ friends 

by name and age

Paired Composition 

Green for Growth  

Successfully responding 

to feedback and, using 

the steps provided, 

demonstrate self-efficacy 

to improve your assessed 

piece of writing 

Pre-Assessment listening 

reading and translating 

revision

End of Unit Formative 

Listening, Reading and 

Translating Assessment

Introducing 

yourself/siblings/friends 

by name, age and also 

when yours or their 

birthdays are  

Numbers 1-31    Listening 

and Reading as 

Modelling on longer texts 

on names, ages and 

birthdays 

Listening and Reading as 

modelling on longer texts 

on names, ages and 

birthdays               

Speaking and Writing 

focus - producing a piece 

of speaking and writing 

on the names, ages and 

birthdays of yourself and 

siblings/friends.     

Grammar Focus - 

Recycling of llamarse and 

tener in the 1st and 3rd 

person singular to 

introduce people by name 

age and birthday.                                                      

Independently composing 

a piece of writing 

introducing 

yourself/siblings/friends 

by name, age and 

birthday  - Teacher 

Assessed 

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.                                

Pre-Assessment revision

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

Cultural Focus - 

Christmas in Spain

Listening focus - 

Understand and identify 

hair and eye colours 

along with other facial 

features to describe 

someone        Listening 

and Reading Focus on 

longer texts on the  hair 

and eye colours along 

with other facial features 

of someone.

Listening and Reading 

Focus on longer texts on 

the  hair and eye colours 

along with other facial 

features of someone           

Speaking and Writing 

focus - producing a piece 

of speaking and writing 

yours and other people's 

hair, eyes and facial 

features       

Grammar Focus - 

Recycling of llamarse and 

tener in the 1st and 3rd 

person singular

1st and 3rd person 

singular of                 

llevar  (to wear)                     

Independently   

composing a piece of 

writing introducing 

yourself/siblings/ friends 

by name, age, birthday, 

hair and eyes   

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.                                

Pre-Assessment revision

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

Describing where 

I/siblings/friends live and 

where I am/they are from  

Listening focus -Identify 

adjectives to describe 

houses/flats and their 

locations.

Listening and Reading 

Focus on longer texts on 

where people live and 

where they are from            

Speaking and Writing 

focus - producing a piece 

of speaking and writing  

on where 

you/siblings/friends live 

and where you/they are 

from  

Grammar Focus - 1st and 

3rd person of vivir (to 

live) Independently 

composing a piece of 

writing introducing 

yourself/siblings/ friends 

by name, age, birthday, 

appearance and where 

they live and are from  

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.Pre-Assessment 

revision

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

Physical and Personality 

Descriptions  Listening 

focus -Identify adjectives 

to describe people's 

appearance and 

personality  

Listening and Reading 

Focus on longer texts on 

people's appearance and 

personality             

Speaking and Writing 

focus - producing a piece 

of speaking and writing  

on the appearance and 

personality of 

yourself/siblings/ friends 

Grammar Focus - 

Adjectival Agreements - 

Masculine and Feminine, 

Singular and Plural           

Independently composing 

a piece of writing on the 

appearance and 

personality of 

yourself/siblings/ friends            

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.                                

Pre-Assessment revision

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

Family Relationships  

Listening focus -

Identifying family 

members and adjectives 

to explain why people 

do/don't get on

Listening and Reading 

Focus on longer texts on  

family members and 

adjectives to explain why 

people do/don't get on           

Speaking and Writing 

focus - producing a piece 

of speaking and writing  

on family members and 

adjectives to explain why 

people do/don't get on

Grammar Focus - 

Recycling of Adjectival 

Agreements - Masculine 

and Feminine, Singular 

and Plural        

Independently composing 

a piece of writing on  

family members and 

adjectives to explain why 

people do/don't get on 

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.                                

Pre-Assessment revision

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

Speaking and Writing 

Revision

End of Year Speaking 

and Writing Assessment

Film Project - Coco       

Comparing día de los 

muertos to Halloween

Understanding about a 

typical Hispanic fiesta

Film Project - Coco     

Developing listening,

Comparing

Developing cultural 

awareness

Assessment Listening and Reading Listening and Reading Listening and Reading Speaking and Writing

Home Learning Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym

Year 8 Content

Recall of opinion phrases 

from Year 7

Listening focus - 

Identifying key opinion 

phrases along with 

various items of food and 

drink along with various 

adjectives to explain why

Listening and Reading  - 

longer texts giving 

opinion phrases along 

with various items of food 

and drink along with 

various adjectives to 

explain why.   

 Speaking and Writing 

Focus - producing a piece 

of speaking and writing 

on yours/other people's 

food and drink 

likes/dislikes

Grammar Focus -  

Recycling masculine and 

feminine singular and 

plural nouns

Explicit understanding 

of 3rd person singular 

and plural of gustarse 

and encantarse

(no) le(s) gusta(n)/

le(s) encanta(n)

Recycling of adjectival 

agreements 

Collaboratively 

composing a piece of 

writing on yours/other 

people's own food and 

drink preferences 

Writing Assessment 

Green for Growth. - 

Successfully responding 

to feedback and, using 

the steps provided, 

demonstrate self-efficacy 

to improve your assessed 

piece of writing 

End of Unit Formative 

Listening, Reading and 

Translating Assessment

Identifying key opinion 

phrases along with 

various items of food and 

drink along with specific 

mealtimes and various 

adjectives to give reasons

Listening and Reading  - 

longer texts including 

opinion phrases along 

with various items of food 

and drink along with 

specific mealtimes and 

various adjectives to give 

reasons                

Speaking and Writing 

Focus - Giving detailed 

opinions of various items 

of food and drink along 

with reasons why and 

specific mealtimes

Grammar Focus -  1st 

person singular of 

desayunar (to have 

breakfast), almorza (to 

have lunch), cenar (to 

have dinner) and beber 

and how they can be used 

in different contexts, 

especially desayunar and 

cenar   Independently 

composing a piece of 

writing on your own food 

and drink preferences 

along with when you eat 

them/meal-wise and 

reasons why you 

like/don’t like them

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.                                

Pre-Assessment revision

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

Christmas in Spain Identifying key items of 

clothing you wear, 

depending on the weather 

along with adjectives to 

describe them

Listening and Reading  - 

longer texts on items of 

clothing worn depending 

on the weather       

Speaking and Writing 

Focus - Creating pieces of 

speaking and writing on 

items of clothing worn 

depending on the weather  

Grammar Focus -  

(Pronoun) + LLEVAR + 

Indefinite articles + Noun 

(+ adjective)    

Independently composing 

a piece of writing on 

items of clothing 

depending on the weather

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.                                

Pre-Assessment revision

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

 Listening focus -

Identifying vocabulary 

related to things people 

do in their free time 

depending on the 

weather.

Listening and Reading  - 

longer texts on activities 

people do in their free 

time depending on the 

weather              

Speaking and Writing 

Focus - Creating pieces of 

speaking and writing on 

activities people do in 

their free time depending 

on the weather 

Grammar Focus -

irregular verbs 

jugar (to play), hacer

(to do/to make) and 

ir (to go), linking them to 

discussing free time 

depending on the weather     

Idependently composing a 

piece of writing on 

activities people do in 

their free time depending 

on the weather 

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.                                

Pre-Assessment revision

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

 Listening focus -

Identifying vocabulary 

related to summer holiday 

activity plans           

Listening and Reading  - 

longer texts on people's 

summer plans       

Speaking and Writing 

Focus - Creating pieces of 

speaking and writing on 

people's summer plans  

Grammar Focus - The 

near-future tense using  ir 

+ a                     

Independently composing 

a piece of writing on  

summer plans 

Listening and Reading  - 

longer texts on people's 

summer plans       

Speaking and Writing 

Focus - Creating pieces of 

speaking and writing on 

people's summer plans  

Grammar Focus - The 

near-future tense using ir 

+ a     Independently 

composing a piece of 

writing on  summer plans 

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.                                

Pre-Assessment revision

Pre-Assessment revision End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

Speaking and Writing 

Assessment Revision

Speaking and Writing 

Assessment Revision

End of Year Speaking  

Assessments

End of Year Writing  

Assessments

Film Project - Ferdinand 

Skills:

Developing listening 

skills, Developing cultural 

awareness, research 

skills. 

Film Project - Ferdinand 

Skills:

Developing listening 

skills, Developing cultural 

awareness, research 

skills. 

Assessment Open Book Teacher Assessed Writing Task Open Book Teacher Assessed Writing Task Listening and Reading Open Book Teacher Assessed Writing Task Listening and Reading

Home Learning Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym

Year 9

Content Recall lesson on holiday 

destinations

Listening focus  - 

Identifying key vocabulary 

describing a past holiday

(location, way of travel, 

lodgings, facilities, 

overall opinions)

Listening and Reading  - 

longer texts on a past 

holiday

(location, way of travel, 

lodgings, facilities, 

overall opinions).   

Speaking and Writing 

Focus - producing a piece 

of speaking and writing 

on a past holiday

(location, way of travel, 

lodgings, facilities, 

overall opinions)

Grammar Focus - The 

preterite tense of the verb 

-ir      Collaboratively 

composing a piece of 

writing on a past holiday

(location, way of travel, 

lodgings, facilities, 

overall opinions)

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.

Pre-Assessment revision End of Unit Formative 

Listening, Reading and 

Translating Assessment

Listening focus  - 

Identifying key vocabulary 

describing activities done 

on a past holiday

Listening and Reading  - 

longer texts on describing 

activities done on a past 

holiday   

Speaking and Writing 

Focus - producing a piece 

of speaking and writing 

on describing activities 

done on a past holiday

Grammar Focus - 

Recycling the preterite 

tense of regular -ar,  -er 

and -ir  regular and 

irregular verbs    

Independently composing 

a piece of writing on 

activities done on a a 

past holiday

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.                                

Pre-Assessment revision                        

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

Christmas in Spain Listening focus  - 

Identifying Past and 

Future time 

frames/tenses related to 

a past day trip and a 

planned day trip

Listening and Reading  - 

longer texts on Past and 

Future time 

frames/tenses related to 

a past day trip and a 

planned day trip 

Speaking and Writing 

Focus - producing a piece 

of speaking and writing 

on Past and Future time 

frames/tenses related to 

a past day trip and a 

planned day trip

Listening and Reading  - 

longer texts on Past and 

Near Future Tense verbs 

surrounding daily 

activities Speaking and 

Writing Focus - 

producing a piece of 

speaking and writing on 

Past and Near Future 

Tense verbs surrounding 

daily activities

Grammar Focus - 

Recycling the preterite 

tense  and the near future 

tense using ir + a     

Independently composing 

a piece of writing with 

Past and Future time 

frames/tenses related to 

a past day trip and a 

planned day trip

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.                                

Pre-Assessment revision                        

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

Listening focus  - 

Identifying Present, Past 

and Near Future Tense 

verbs surrounding daily 

activities

Listening and Reading  - 

longer texts on Past and 

Near Future Tense verbs 

surrounding daily 

activities 

 Speaking and Writing 

Focus - producing a piece 

of speaking and writing 

on Past and Near Future 

Tense verbs surrounding 

daily activities

Grammar Focus - 

Recycling the preterite 

tense, and the near future 

tense using ir + a     

Independently composing 

a piece of writing on Past 

and Near Future Tense 

verbs surrounding free 

time activities

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.

Pre-Assessment revision                        

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

Listening focus  - 

Identifying Past and Near 

Future Tense verbs 

surrounding free time 

activities

Listening and Reading  - 

longer texts on Past and 

Near Future Tense verbs 

surrounding free time 

activities    

Speaking and Writing 

Focus - producing a piece 

of speaking and writing 

on Past and Near Future 

Tense verbs surrounding 

free time activities

Grammar Focus - 

Recycling the preterite 

tense, and the near future 

tense using ir + a     

Independently composing 

a piece of writing on Past 

and Near Future Tense 

verbs surrounding free 

time activities

Independent 

Composition Green for 

Growth  Successfully 

responding to feedback 

and, using the steps 

provided, demonstrate 

self-efficacy to improve 

your assessed piece of 

writing.

Pre-Assessment revision                        

End of Unit Formative 

Listening and Reading 

Assessment

Speaking and Writing 

Assessment Revision

Speaking and Writing 

Assessment Revision

End of Year Speaking  

Assessments

End of Year Writing  

Assessments

Film Project - Voces 

Inocentes

Assessment              Listening and Reading                                         Open Book Teacher Assessed Writing Task  Open Book Teacher Assessed Writing Task  Listening and Reading Open Book Teacher Assessed Writing Task  Speaking Writing

Home Learning Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym Language Gym

Listening Reading, Translating&Writing

Listening and Reading

Talking about a Past Holiday                                                                                                                                                                          

Listening, Reading, Translating&Writing Open Book Teacher Assessed Writing Task                  Listening and Reading          

                                                        Open Book Teacher Assessed Writing Task   

                                                                           Past Holiday Activities

Christmas Easter

                                                                                                                                                                                       Last weekend vs Next WeeekndDescribing a day trip somewhere

Where I live

The Weather and Free Time

Family Members, Personalities and Relationships

Listening, Reading, Translating and WritingListening, Reading, Translating and Writing

                                                                             Summer Holiday Plans

Names and Ages

Food Likes and Dislikes                                                                                                                                                                                              

Hair and Eyes

                                                                                                              Food Mealtimes 

Open Book Teacher Assessed Writing Task                                                                       

Listening and Reading

Clothes and The Weather 

Listening, Reading, Translating and Writing Open Book Teacher Assessed Writing Task

Family Members, Personalities and Relationships

Daily Activities Past Present and Fuiture

Listening and Reading

Last weekend vs Next Weeeknd

Listening and Reading

Speaking                            Writing


